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1.0 PREMISES DETAILS

DESCRIPTION

BUILDING OVERVIEW

The property is a detached purpose-built high rise 'L' shaped eight-storey building. The
construction is of concrete/brick external walls, with internal walls, floors, staircase and external
facade constructed of concrete. Internally the walls and ceilings are plaster over concrete with the
floors constructed of tiles over concrete. The flat roof is constructed of concrete, with an asphalt
covering. The ground floor foyer gives access to the sluice room, one flat, under stairs cupboard
and lift entrance. The rear of the property gives external access to the refuse hopper room, dry
riser inlet, electrical riser cupboard and five flats. The upper floors each have a have a central
core containing an unused locker room, lift enclosure, enclosed staircase (containing dry riser
outlet points) and one flat. The open lobbies lead to two open balconies (one 25m and one 2m in
length) serving one flat to the left and four to the right side. To the left of the lobbies are electrical
riser cupboards and to the right open refuse hoppers. The lobby on the top floor gives locked
ladder access to the roof plant room.

APPROXIMATE CONSTRUCTION DATE

1955

APPROXIMATE FOOTPRINT

Approximately 380 M2

NUMBER OF STOREYS

Eight storeys with plant room located on the roof of the structure (no basement areas)

NUMBER OF FLATS

40 in total

NUMBER OF LIFTS

One passenger lift located in the central core of the building stopping at all floors.

USE OF PREMISES

General needs flats

ANCILLARY USES OF THE PREMISES

No ancillary uses

FIRE WARNING / DETECTION SYSTEMS PRESENT

N/A

PROTECTED STAIRCASE / LOBBY VENTILATION SYSTEMS PRESENT

The staircase is provided on all floors with openable windows that could possibly be utilised for
smoke ventilation purposes.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS PRESENT

Fire extinguisher located in the ground floor dry riser inlet.
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FIRE SUPPRESSION / DRY RISERS PRESENT

Dry riser system present with fire service inlet externally to the rear of the building with single
landing valves located in the staircase enclosure on each upper floor. The refuse bin store also
has a fusible link shutter device at the base of the chute to prevent vertical fire spread. Located
on the ground floor main entrance is a 64 zone Series 4000 sprinkler monitoring control unit. Flats
are fitted with fast response sprinkler heads providing protection to all rooms as well as ancillary
areas.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING PRESENT

Communal areas and plant areas provided with 3-hour maintained emergency lighting.
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1.1 FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT

FIRE RISK ASSESSOR

Mr Paul Gotthardt. BSc (Hon) Fire Safety. AIFireE

ACCOMPANIED BY

Unaccompanied.

TYPE OF FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT

The fire risk assessment conducted at these premises was a ‘Type 1 Fire Risk Assessment’ as
defined in the Local Government Group guide "Fire Safety in Purpose-Built Blocks of Flats".

DETAIL OF PREVIOUS TYPE 2-4 FIRE RISK ASSESSMENTS

Type 4 fire risk assessments were undertaken in 2014 which included a degree of destructive
inspection in both the common parts and the flats. The results of this found breaches in
compartmentation and resulting remedial works have been undertaken.

EXTENT OF FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT

This risk assessment was non-destructive and covered the communal entrance hall, stairs, stair
lobbies, service cupboards, service risers, passenger lift, ancillary rooms and sluice room.

AREAS NOT ACCESSIBLE AT THE TIME OF INSPECTION

Service cupboards/service risers apart from sample inspected, resident’s flats with the exception
of the sample inspected.

APPLICABLE FIRE SAFETY LEGISLATION

The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 and the Housing Act 2004.

EVACUATION STRATEGY

Stay put policy as agreed with GMFRS which involves the following approach: - • When a fire
occurs within a flat, the occupants alert others in the flat, make their way out of the building and
summon the fire and rescue service. • If a fire starts in the common parts, anyone in these areas
makes their way out of the building and summons the fire and rescue service. • All other residents
not directly affected by the fire would be expected to ‘stay put’ and remain in their flat unless
directed to leave by the fire and rescue service. • It is not implied that those not directly involved
who wish to leave the building should be prevented from doing so. Nor does this preclude those
evacuating a flat that is on fire from alerting their neighbours so that they can also escape if they
feel threatened.

This fire risk assessment has been prepared using Fire Safety Solutions Ltd methodology
FSSM-V5-12.09.18 and will be available on request.
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2.0 OCCUPANCY

DETAILS OF ON SITE MANAGEMENT

Caretaker on site Monday - Friday 8.00am - 4.00pm lone working assessment has been
undertaken.

DETAILS OF REGULAR CONTRACTORS

Occasional management and maintenance staff on site.

DETAILS OF MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC PRESENT

The premises are single private dwellings in use continuously.

DETAILS OF SLEEPING OCCUPANTS

Based on an estimate of 2 persons present per dwelling we presume there are approximately 80
sleeping occupants present.

DETAILS OF ANY YOUNG WORKERS

No young workers present.

DETAILS OF STAFF / RESIDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

No staff with any form of disability present. Periodic home visits are undertaken by SHG to
assess residents with any form of disability.
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3.0 MANAGEMENT

PERSONNEL WITH SPECIFIC FIRE SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES &
DETAILS

Mrs Helen McHale (Chief Executive) has overall responsibilities for issues relating to all fire safety
measures within the premises. Day to day fire safety issues are the responsibility of the estate
caretakers.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY

Statement:

The Boards of Directors, Chief Executive and the Management Team recognise their moral and
legal duty to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the health, safety and welfare of
employees (including apprentices, temporary and agency workers) and others e.g. customers,
volunteers, visitors, work experience students, contractors etc. who may be affected by Stockport
Homes Group (SHG) work activities or attend SHG premises.
In order to minimise the risk of work related injury or ill health, SHG will:

comply with all relevant health and safety legislation but particularly: the Health and Safety
at Work Act 1974 and the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 by
providing health and safety practices and other competent advice
promote a positive health and safety culture by demonstrating a continuing interest in
health and safety matters and by consulting and involving employees and their
representatives
provide adequate information, instruction, training and supervision to enable all employees
to perform their work safely and efficiently
provide and maintain appropriate equipment, safety devices, operational processes, safe
systems of work and protective clothing
provide appropriate arrangements for the safe handling and use of substances
provide appropriate welfare facilities for all employees in line with legislation
ensure suitable and sufficient risk assessments are carried out and reviewed on a regular
basis
ensure arrangements have been made for the effective planning, organisation, control,
monitoring, and review of any procedure, control measures or preventative and protective
measures identified through risk assessments or by other means
provide appropriate health surveillance of employees as and when required
carry out regular internal and external audits of SHG health and safety management
systems to ensure effectiveness of the arrangements and compliance with agreed
standards
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FIRE SAFETY MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

The employer has appointed a competent person to undertake a fire risk assessment of the
premises.

There is a formal management system on place at present.

Persons have been identified for enforcing fire safety in the premises.

There is a system for monitoring fire safety system of control/review.

The fire safety within the premises will be audited by an external competent person on a regular
basis as outlined in the company policy.
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4.1 FIRE HAZARDS

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION / APPLIANCES

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Is the electrical installation in good order? Yes

No issues identified.

Are all electrical lighting/appliances kept clear of potential fuel sources e.g.
main electrical distribution boards? Yes

No flammable materials in the proximity of electrical equipment.

Is the use of extension leads and multi-point adapters kept to a minimum? Yes

Are all portable appliances tested on a regular basis and records held? Yes

Annual testing undertaken by Inspexx Ltd.

Is a personal appliance policy in place where applicable? Yes

Is the electrical system subject to inspections and records held? Yes

5 yearly tests/inspections undertaken by Dodd Group.

Are firefighters switches fitted to luminous discharge tubes where
applicable? N/A

Have adequate precautionary measures been adopted for hazards
associated with lightning strikes and maintained where necessary? Yes

Lightning protection systems fitted.

Are tests / inspections undertaken as outlined in BS EN 62305? Yes

Tests/inspections undertaken by Santon Lightning Protection Services Ltd on an annual basis.
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HEATING

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

What is the type of heating system to the communal areas and within the
flats? Yes

Biomass heating system present.

Are restrictions present on the use of unsafe heaters? Yes

Are all portable heating appliances suitable guarded? N/A

Are flammable materials kept a safe distance from heating appliances and
flues? N/A

Are all heating systems tested by qualified / registered contractors? Yes

Biomass heating system tested/inspected on a 3 monthly rolling basis.

MACHINERY

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Detail of any machinery present and have any fire hazards been identified? N/A

None present

If machinery is present, is this serviced on a frequency as per
manufacturer’s instructions? N/A

Are all passenger lifts maintained to current standards? Yes

Lifts serviced on a monthly basis by Ascendant Lifts Limited.

SMOKERS MATERIALS

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Is a no a smoking policy in place? Yes

No smoking in communal areas (signage at main entrances) however residents are permitted to
smoke in their own flat.

Is there evidence of non compliance of this policy? Yes

No evidence of smoking in communal areas.
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COOKING APPLIANCES

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

If present, are communal cooking appliances in good order? N/A

No communal cooking facilities, typical domestic appliances associated with residential
accommodation fall outside the remit of this report.

Are fuel shut-off valves marked and easily accessible? N/A

Are all surfaces kept free from grease etc? N/A

Are cookers such as deep fat fryers ever left unattended? N/A

Is the extraction system regularly maintained? N/A

Are all cooking appliances tested by qualified / registered contractors? N/A

Are Class 'F' extinguishers available if cooking oils are present? N/A

ARSON

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Have adequate security measures been implemented for the prevention of
arson i.e. access control systems / CCTV? Yes

Internal and external CCTV system present monitored in-house by Concierge / Carecall team
24/7. Note: system only present internally at entrance foyer/lift and should any future arson
attacks occur, then it is advised to extend the system to the upper floors.

Have no more than two arson attacks occurred in the past three years? Yes

Consultant not advised of any previous arson attacks.

Are all refuse areas positioned away from the building or in areas not
accessible to the public? Yes

Recycling refuse bin area located away from the structure on the left side of the front entrance.

Is the premise subject to inspections to prevent unwanted access through
doors and windows? Yes

Daily walk around inspections by caretaking staff.
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OTHER SOURCES OF IGNITION

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Details of any other sources of ignition:

Sluice room has power perfector Lift equipment in roof plant room

Details of any previous fires or near misses:

Consultant not advised of any previous fires or near misses.

Detail of any current / pending enforcement action or issue of notices by the relevant
enforcing authority:

No current / pending enforcement action.
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4.2 SOURCES OF FUEL

GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Is there no significant fire loading anywhere within or in close proximity to
the premises? Yes

The general housekeeping was of a high standard at the time of inspection.

Is adequate distance between detectors / sprinkler heads and stored
materials? N/A

Is access to communal storage areas restricted? Yes

Secured access to all storage areas.

FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS / GASES ETC

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are any hazards present associated with flammable liquids? N/A

Are any hazards present associated with flammable gases? N/A

Are any hazards present associated with dangerous substances? N/A

No issues in the premises relating to flammable gases/liquids or dangerous substances.
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4.3
PROTECTIVE FIRE SAFETY

MEASURES

VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL FIRE SPREAD (BASEMENTS)

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are basement areas present? N/A

No basement areas present.

What is the condition / type of the basement areas? N/A

Are these sufficiently ventilated? N/A

Is the fuel load density of the basement areas acceptable? N/A

VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL FIRE SPREAD (PARKING AREAS WITHIN
THE STRUCTURE)

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are internal parking areas provided? N/A

No parking areas within the structure of the building.

What is the condition / type of parking areas? N/A

Are these sufficiently ventilated? N/A

Is the fuel load density of the parking area acceptable? N/A
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VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL FIRE SPREAD (BUSINESS UNITS WITHIN
THE STRUCTURE)

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are there business units present? N/A

No business units within the structure of the building.

What is the number of business units? N/A

What is the condition of business units? N/A

What are the types of business units? N/A

Have fire risk assessments been requested? N/A

Is there storage of hazardous materials/items? N/A

Is the fire loading to business units within normal ranges? N/A

Does there appear to be any breaches in compartments from the units into
the residential accommodation? N/A
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VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL FIRE SPREAD (BIN STORES AND CHUTE
ROOMS)

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are bin stores and chute rooms present? Yes

What are the number and location of bin stores and chute rooms? Yes

Refuse bin store located to the rear of the property to the right side of the rear exit door. Bin
hoppers located on all floors above ground directly above the refuse bin store.

Is the security of bin stores and chute rooms acceptable? Yes

The refuse bin store is secured via a padlock.

What is the condition of bin stores and chute rooms? Yes

The refuse bin store and the refuse hoppers were satisfactory from visual inspection at the time
of assessment.

Is sufficient ventilation provided to bin stores and chute rooms? Yes

The refuse bin store is provided with sufficient ventilation.

What is the condition of seals to chute hoppers? Yes

On visual inspection, all seals were in place.

What is the sterility of bin stores and chute rooms? Yes

All areas were clear of additional flammable materials etc.

What protective systems are present (i.e. sprinklers, detection and fusible
link fire rated shutters)? Yes

The refuse bin store is protected with a fusible link shutter device. On the previous fire risk
assessment, it was identified that the refuse hoppers are not located within a fire-resisting
enclosure (occupants of flats adjacent to lift entrances would not escape easily). This has been
signed off as compliant due to there being cold smoke seals and intumescent strips to the hopper
doors.
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VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL FIRE SPREAD (EXTERNAL FACADE)

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Is external cladding present? Yes

Type of external cladding?

Concrete rendering to the external facade of the building with UPVC glazed elements to the flats.

Is aluminium composite material (ACM) present? N/A

None present.

British Board of Agrément compliance certification for the external cladding
provided? N/A

Is the external cladding in good condition? N/A

Is external wall insulation present? N/A

No visible wall insulation present.

External wall insulation type?

British Board of Agrément compliance certification for wall insulation
provided? N/A

Is the external wall insulation in a good condition? N/A

Is there unsatisfactory storage of flammable materials / construction on
balconies? Yes

Small balconies present to the north and west side of the building. All appear to be sterile areas
at the time of inspection.
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VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL FIRE SPREAD (INTERNAL WALLS /
CEILINGS)

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are all walls & floors constructed of adequate fire resistance? Yes

All walls and floors are sufficiently fire rated.

Are all walls, ceilings and floors without openings (compartmentation)
between individual flats, between flats and the common parts and between
the common parts and ancillary accommodation?

Yes

A Type 4 fire risk assessments was undertaken in 2014 which included a degree of destructive
inspection in both the common parts and the flats. The results of this found breaches in
compartmentation and resulting remedial works have been undertaken.

Are hidden voids appropriately enclosed and/or firestopped? Yes

A Type 4 fire risk assessments was undertaken in 2014 which included a degree of destructive
inspection in both the common parts and the flats. The results of this found breaches in
compartmentation and resulting remedial works have been undertaken.

Is compartmentation maintained at electrical meter cupboards in flat walls? N/A

None present.

Is compartmentation maintained in the roof space? N/A

Are all electrical systems / services suitably enclosed in fire rated
construction? Yes

The electrical switch cupboards are constructed of sufficient fire resisting materials with no visible
openings in the compartments.

Are internal linings constructed of suitable construction (Class ‘0’)? Yes

All internal lining are constructed of Class '0' materials.

Are all other fire spread/compartmentation issues satisfactory? Yes
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VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL FIRE SPREAD (INTERNAL SERVICES)

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are all flues, fans, ducts, vents, shafts and other features fire stopped? Yes

Consultant advised that following the Type 4 fire risk assessment, all proprietary firestopping has
been undertaken.

Are fire dampers and compartment penetration firestopping systems
suitably provided? Yes

Consultant advised that fire dampers and intumescent collars have been fitted.

Are all service risers sufficiently protected to prevent the passage of fire and
smoke? Yes

Suitable firestopped with fire door protection to entrance doors

Are all cupboards to communal areas sufficiently protected to prevent the
passage of fire and smoke? Yes

EMERGENCY ROUTES AND EXITS

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Is escape route design deemed satisfactory? Yes

The upper flats discharge into two communal balconies 2m and 25m in length. These give
access to open lobbies leading to a protected staircase that descends to the ground floor and
exiting at ground floor level. The ground floor flat discharges into entrance lobby leading to the
main entrance/egress doors.

Are the means of escape within minimum requirements for travel distance? Yes

The means of escape are within minimum requirements for travel distance.

Are all exit routes of sufficient width? Yes

All balcony's and staircase are within the requirements for exit widths.

Are protected lobbies and staircases provided if required? Yes

Protected staircase to the central core of the building

Are staircases provided with permanently open vents (PVs) (>1 staircase) or
automatically opening vents (AOVs) (1 staircase) where required? N/A

AOV at the head of the staircase is to be fitted as part of the sprinkler install.

If the travel distance to the lobby / corridor is > 7.5m is this ventilated? N/A

No enclosed lobbies present (with the exception of small ground floor entrance)

Are all escape routes free of obstructions, flammable materials and sources
of ignition? Yes
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No combustible items noted in the escape routes. Appears satisfactory from visual inspection at
the time of the assessment.

Are all escape routes easily accessible? Yes

Final exit doors to the front and rear of the building are openable via push-button devices.

Description / commentary of cross-corridor / protected lobby fire doors

N/A

Description / commentary of staircase fire doors

The fire doors leading to the protected staircase on all levels are 44mm solid wood doors
(denoting 30 minutes fire resisting) with Georgian wired glazing to the doors. All doors are fitted
with cold smoke seals/intumescent strips one and a half pairs of fire rated hinges and door
closing devices.

Description / commentary of flat entrance doors

The consultant previously inspected the entrance doors to Flats. All flats found to have fire rated 
composite doors and casings. The doors are fitted with cold smoke seals/intumescent strips, 
one and a half pairs of fire rated hinges, door closing devices and what appears from visual 
inspection to be protected letterboxes.

Are fire doors provided where required? Yes

Are fan lights above fire doors appropriately fire rated? N/A

No fan lights above flat entrance doors.

Are doors provided with vision panels where necessary and are these
sufficiently fire rated? Yes

All vision panel sufficiently fire rated.

Are all fire doors provided with intumescent strips and cold smoke seals
where required? Yes

Are all fire doors serviceable (including self-closing devices)? Yes

Are fire protected letterboxes fitted where applicable? Yes

Are no fire doors wedged open? Yes

No fire doors wedged open at the time of inspection.

Do doors open in the direction of travel where required? Yes

Do all escape route doors open 90 degrees or greater? Yes

Do all final exit doors open easily from the inside without the use of a key? Yes

Push button devices to the front and rear exit doors.

If electronic door entry systems are present, do they incorporate emergency
override facilities? Yes

Consultant advised that door entry system failsafe open upon power failure.
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FIRE WARNING AND DETECTION

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

If a fire warning and detection system is present, does this comply with BS
5839 Part 1? N/A

Is the fire warning and detection system appropriate to the level of
occupancy and fire risk? N/A

No requirement for communal fire warning and detection systems in purpose-built blocks of flats.

Is this system monitored?

N/A

Are all flats provided with compliant BS 5839 Part 6 detection?

All SHG properties are fitted with mains powered battery backup smoke detection to the internal
lobbies and kitchens.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are all escape routes adequately lit in normal lighting conditions? Yes

Are all escape routes adequately lit in the event of mains lighting failure? Yes

Are all emergency lights / signs visible and in working order? Yes
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FIRE SAFETY SIGNS

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are escape signs visible from all areas within an escape route? Yes

Compliant signage provided.

Does all escape signage incorporate the 'running man'? Yes

Are 'Fire Action Notice' signs present where required? Yes

Advised by GMFRS that they are not required.

Are 'Fire Door Keep Closed' signs fitted to fire resisting doors? Yes

Are 'Push Bar to Open' and 'Turn to Open' signs present on final exit doors? N/A

Are all fire extinguishers suitably signed? Yes

Are the dry riser inlet and outlets are clearly indicated and available for use? Yes

Inlet and outlet signage clearly provided.

Are 'Fire Exit Keep Clear' signs fitted to external side outwardly opening final
exit doors? Yes

Are photoluminescent low level signs provided at lift lobbies and stairwells
to indicate floor numbers and direction of exits (Rule 43)? Yes

Photoluminescent low-level signs to indicate floor numbers and direction of exits fitted.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Where applicable, are there sufficiently compliant fire extinguishers
provided? Yes

Fire extinguishers not required in the communal areas of purpose-built flats

Is all other firefighting equipment serviceable? Yes

No issues identified.
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FACILITIES TO AID FIREFIGHTING

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are compliant dry risers provided where necessary? Yes

Dry riser system present with fire service inlet externally to the rear of the building with single
landing valves located within the staircase on each upper floor.

Are compliant firefighting shafts and firefighting lifts provided where
necessary? N/A

Are the lifts provided with emergency override facilities? Yes

Passenger lift provided with fireman's override switch.

Are any other systems required or installed i.e. sprinkler systems? Yes

Fusible link device fitted to refuse store chute. AOV at head of the staircase is to be fitted as part
of the sprinkler install. Located on the ground floor main entrance is a 64 zone Series 4000
sprinkler monitoring control unit. Flats are fitted with fast response sprinkler heads providing
protection to all rooms as well as ancillary areas.

Has contact been arranged with the fire service and other emergency
services as regard to rescue & firefighting? Yes

GMFRS personnel are invited to visit the premises periodically for the purpose of gaining
familiarisation with the fire safety measures in place.

Has adequate arrangements been made for access to the building for fire
appliances? Yes

Regular visits by GMFRS. Access points to the front and rear of the premises.

Is there potential for blocking access to the premises for emergency service
vehicles? N/A

Are external fire hydrants provided?

Hydrant located to the north-west corner of the structure near the front entrance.

Are the hydrants easily accessible, with visible hydrant plates? Yes

Have Premises Information Boxes (PIB) been provided at the main entrance
and does this contain all salient information? Yes

PIB located in communal entrance hall containing salient premises information and accessed via
numerical keypad.
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5.0 FIRE SAFETY MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Has the ‘Responsible Person’ for fire safety in the building been identified? Yes

Have ‘Competent Person/s’ been identified to assist in all preventative and
protective measures where required? Yes

Are 'hot work permit' and 'permit to work' restrictions in operation? Yes

All contractors subjected to strict permit to work and hot work permits.

Have assessments been made of specific people at risk? Yes

Periodic home visits are undertaken by SHG to assess residents with any form of disability.

Has a clearly written fire emergency plan been formulated, including
procedures for contacting the emergency services? Yes

Stay put policy in place.

Has this information been provided to all relevant parties? Yes

Fire safety information provided to residents by GMFRS.

Are adequate emergency arrangements in place for the safe management of
persons with disabilities? N/A

This has been addressed by Stockport Homes and GMFRS who have stated this is not a
significant issue.

TRAINING & INSTRUCTION

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Are all new staff instructed in fire procedures on their first day of
employment? Yes

Are all staff given full fire training on a regular basis? Yes

All caretaking and housing staff provided with annual fire training with GMFRS.

Are all staff members familiar with the emergency plan? Yes
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TESTING & RECORDING

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Do all fire detection and warning systems receive tests and inspections as
outlined in BS 5939 Part 1? N/A

Does all the emergency lighting receive tests and inspections as outlined in
BS 5266 Part 1? Yes

6 monthly servicing undertaken by Test & Maintenance Services Ltd. The previous fire risk
assessment identified that there were no monthly emergency lighting tests undertaken. This
significant finding was signed-off by Mr Richard Malone as being undertaken by Test &
Maintenance Services Ltd.

Do all extinguishers and hose reels receive tests and inspections as
outlined in BS 5306 Part 3? Yes

Serviced annually by Walker Fire approved contractors October 2020.

Are all dry risers inspected and serviced in accordance with BS 9990? Yes

6 monthly tests and inspections undertaken by UK Dry Risers Ltd.

Do all other fire systems / equipment receive testing & maintenance as
required and records held? Yes

Sprinkler system serviced to manufacturer's recommendations.

Is a location map of the building present, including all fire safety equipment
(large complex buildings)? Yes

Are regular fire precautions checks undertaken and records held? Yes

Daily walk around inspections undertaken by caretaking staff. Formal monthly inspections are
also undertaken by the housing department on a monthly basis.

Is the fire safety log book reviewed on a regular basis? Yes

Electronic records of all tests and inspections held at the head office.

Are procedures in place for reviewing the fire risk assessment? Yes

Fire risk assessments are reviewed on a basis outlined in the group fire safety policy. Regular
review meetings are held by facilities management team to update outstanding Significant
Findings by way of electronic Action Plans.

Is relevant information transferred between responsible persons in multiple-
occupation buildings? N/A

N/A
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ENVIRONMENT

QUESTION/ASPECT RESPONSE

Has the person responsible for the site considered the effects to adjacent
properties that might be caused by a fire on the site? Yes

The responsible person has made suitable arrangements to mitigate any damage to any adjacent
properties from a fire on the site.

Has the person responsible for the site considered the effects to the
environment that might be caused by a fire on the site? Yes

The responsible person has made suitable arrangements to mitigate any damage to the
environment from a fire on the site.
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6.0 FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT

Using the risk matrix below the current overall risk to life in the premises can be established by inputting the
current likelihood and harm potential from fire: -

HARM POTENTIAL

SLIGHT SERIOUS MAJOR

LOW LOW RISK LOW RISK MEDIUM RISK

MEDIUM LOW RISK MEDIUM RISK HIGH RISK

HIGH MEDIUM RISK HIGH RISK HIGH RISK

(N.B. These scales are based on those stated in HSG65)

Likelihood:
The likelihood of a fire occurring is established from the definitions below:-

LOW – The likelihood of fire occurring will be seldom

MEDIUM – The likelihood of fire occurring will be often

HIGH – The likelihood if fire occurring is near certain

The likelihood of a fire occurring within the premises assessed is therefore considered
as:-

LOW
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Harm potential:
The risk to life is established from the definitions below:-

SLIGHT – The likelihood of minimal injuries or harm

SERIOUS – The likelihood of injury or harm causing medical treatment and/or short
term disablement

MAJOR – The likelihood of major injury or fatality

The harm potential from a fire occurring within the premise assessed is therefore
considered as:-

SLIGHT

Overall risk rating:
The likelihood of fire and the harm potential input into the risk matrix determines the
overall current risk to life within this premise as being:-

LOW

7.0 ACTION PLAN

Once all deficiencies are rectified that have been outlined in section 7.1 (SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS)
of this action plan then the overall risk to life within the premise would be reduced to:-

LOW
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7.1 SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS

Location Hazards Persons
At Risk

Existing
Control

Measures

Additional
Control

Measures
Required

Priority
Date Of

Completion And
Signature
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